I. Introduction
Uncompressed images require considerable storage capacity and transmission bandwidth. The only solution is to compress image before its storage and transmission, and decompress it at the receiver for play back. The scope of the paper is to analyze the wavelet decomposition for source encoding in image compression system, Also deals with the recognition of numerical data images used in defense applications, automatic detection of vehicles, and data hiding.
An Image (color, BMP Picture) is divided into blocks of size N x M and DWT of each block is computed. DWT outputs four types of block, each of size (N / 2) x (M / 2). The four types of blocks are labeled, HH, HL, LH and LL, from four classes, each consists of similar blocks. The coefficient matrix of each blocks of size (N / 2) x (M / 2) are quantized. Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Tree (SPIHT) algorithm used as a quantizer. The SPIHT gives bit stream as output. Reconstruction of an image is reverse process i.e. first quantized image has to be converted back to blocks and then reverse DWT will give original image. For pattern recognition Hamming distance algorithm is used to make decision. It compares the given number is matching with the already compressed numbers. Finally, for image hiding bit replacement scheme is used. Any image in image embedding scheme is concerned with the following criteria, namely, how to embed a large number of bits into the image, and not perceptually distort the image at the same time. After the signature data is embedded in the host image, the resulting image is called the embedded image, which is ideally supposed to be perceptually indistinguishable from the host image.
II. Discrete wavelet transform
The figure below shows how an image can be decomposed using sub-band. Take an N X M image and filter each row and then down sample to obtain two N X M/2 images. Then each column is filtered and subsample the filter output to obtain four N/2 X M/2 images. Of the four sub images, the one obtained by lowpass filtering the rows and columns is referred to as the LL image; the one obtained by low-pass filtering the row and high-pass filtering the columns is referred to as the LH image; the one obtained by high-pass filtering the rows and low-pass filtering the columns is called the HL image; and the subimage obtained by high-pass filtering the rows and columns is referred to as HH image. Each of the subimages obtained in this fashion can then be filtered and subsampled to obtain our more subimages. This process can be continued until the desired subband structure is obtained. 
is said to be significant if any coefficient in the set has a magnitude greater than the threshold. Finally, thresholds used for checking significance are powers of two, so in essence the SPIHT algorithm sends the binary representation of the integer value of the wavelet coefficients. The bits are numbered with the least significant bit being the 0 th bit, the next bit being the first significant bit, and the k th bit being referred to as the k-1 most significant bit.This algorithm makes use of three lists: the list of insignificant pixels (LIP), the list of significant pixels (LSP), and the list of insignificant sets (LIS). The LSP and LIS lists will contain the coordinates of coefficients, while the LIS will contain the coordinates of the root of sets of type D or L. We start by determining the initial value of the threshold. We do this by calculatingn = [log 2 C max ]
Where C max is the maximum magnitude of the coefficients to be encoded. The LIP list is initialized by with the set H. Those elements of H that have descendents are also placed in LIS as type D entries. The LSP list is initially empty. In each pass, we will first process the members of LIP, then the members of LIS. This is essentially the significance map encoding step. We then process the elements of LSP in the refinement step. We begin by examining each coordinate contained in LIP. If the coefficient at that coordinate is significant (that is, it is greater than 2 n ), we transmit a 1 followed by a bit representing the sign of the coefficient (we will assume 1 for positive,0 for negative). We then move that coefficient to LSP list. If the coefficient at that coordinate is not significant, we transmit a 0. After examining each coordinate in LIP, we begin examining the sets in LIS. If te set at coordinate ( i,j) is not significant, we transmit a 0. If the set is significant we transmit a 1. What we do after that depends on whether the set is of type D or L. If the set is of type D, we check each of the offsprings of the coefficient at that coordinate. In other words, we check the four coefficients whose coordinates are O(i,j). For each coordinate that is significant, we transmit a 1, the sign of the coefficient, and then move the coefficient to the LSP. For the rest we transmit a 0 and add their coordinates to the LIP. Now that we have removed the coordinates of O(i,j) from the set, what is left is simply the set L(i,j). If this set is not empty, we move it to the end of LIS and mark it to be of type L. Note that this new entry into the LIS has to be examined during this pass. If the set is empty we remove the coordinate (i,j) from the list.If the set is of type L, we add each coordinate in O(i,j) to the end of LIS as the root of a set of type D. Again, note that these new entries in the LIS have to be examined during this pass. We then remove (i,j) from the LIS. Once we have processed each of the sets in the LIS (including the newly formed once), we proceed to the refinement step. In the refinement step we examine each coefficient that was in the LSP prior to the current pass and output the nth most significant bit of | C ij |. This completes one pass. 
IV. Results a. Results for compression i. Results for Lena

ii. Results for Pattern recognition
The objective of this paper is to recognize the numeric image and can be extended to recognize vehicles, building finding, boat recognition images. The picture below is an example of the results I have gotten. If the following numeric BMP image is having small distortion even then the project will help in recognizing image. 
V. Conclusion
While the DCT-based image coders perform very well at moderate bit rates, at higher compression ratios, image quality degrades because of the artifacts resulting from the block-based DCT scheme. Waveletbased coding on the other hand provides substantial improvement in picture quality at low bit rates because of overlapping basis functions and better energy compaction property of wavelet transforms. Because of the inherent multi-resolution nature, wavelet-based coders facilitate progressive transmission of images thereby allowing variable bit rates. The upcoming JPEG-2000 standard will incorporate many of these research works and will address many important aspects in image coding. This process of compression reduces the redundancy in the image and important thing is the quality of the reconstructed image will be almost equivalent to the original image. So there will be an efficient performance of compression and decompression of the images. The other feature involve pattern recognition which is aimed to get the best result by making use of binary comparison technique i.e. the failure cases will be very less. As said earlier hiding process is the very significant feature which encapsulates the compressed image into another dummy image where the human visual perception cannot identify the difference.
